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Improving Multi-Agent Trajectory Prediction Using
Traffic States on Interactive Driving Scenarios
Chalavadi Vishnu , Vineel Abhinav, Debaditya Roy , C. Krishna Mohan, Senior Member, IEEE,

and Ch. Sobhan Babu

Abstract—Predicting trajectories of multiple agents in interac-
tive driving scenarios such as intersections, and roundabouts are
challenging due to the high density of agents, varying speeds, and
environmental obstacles. Existing approaches use relative distance
and semantic maps of intersections to improve trajectory predic-
tion. However, drivers base their driving decision on the overall
traffic state of the intersection and the surrounding vehicles. So, we
propose to use traffic states that denote changing spatio-temporal
interaction between neighboring vehicles, to improve trajectory
prediction. An example of a traffic state is a clump state which
denotes that the vehicles are moving close to each other, i.e., conges-
tion is forming. We develop three prediction models with different
architectures, namely, Transformer-based (TS-Transformer), Gen-
erative Adversarial Network-based (TS-GAN), and Conditional
Variational Autoencoder-based (TS-CVAE). We show that traffic
state-based models consistently predict better future trajectories
than the vanilla models. TS-Transformer produces state-of-the-
art results on two challenging interactive trajectory prediction
datasets, namely, Eye-on-Traffic (EOT), and INTERACTION. Our
qualitative analysis shows that traffic state-based models have
better aligned trajectories to the ground truth.

Index Terms—Trajectory prediction, generative adversarial
networks, conditional variational autoencoder, transformers.

I. INTRODUCTION

PREDICTING the future behavior of multiple agents (vehi-
cles, pedestrians, cyclists) accurately and reliably is nec-

essary for developing safe and reliable autonomous driving
systems. The movement of traffic around agents plays an im-
portant role in deciding what trajectories they will take. Inter-
action between agents is represented using social pooling [1],
global scene information [2], and spatio-temporal features of all
agents [3], [4], [5]. These methods do not capture the changing
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Fig. 1. Traffic agents showing different spatio-temporal behavior based on
traffic state starting from similar situations. (a) Clump: agents move in closer
over time. (b) Neutral: distance between agents remains same over time. (c)
Unclump: agents move further apart over time.

relationship (distance) between the agents in dense lane-less
traffic particularly at intersections.

We propose dynamic traffic states for multi-agent trajectory
prediction in interactive driving scenarios such as roundabouts,
un-signalized and signalized intersections, and merging and
lane changing. Dynamic traffic states are defined based on the
relative distance between a group of agents [6]. Traffic states
depict changing interactions between vehicles over time and
represent whether traffic congestion is forming, the congestion
is dispersing, or traffic is flowing regularly. The traffic state
variable informs the trajectory prediction framework whether
future trajectories of nearby agents will be closer, further or the
same distance as the past trajectories as illustrated for two agents
with dotted yellow circles Fig. 1. Thus, the trajectory prediction
model can predict different future trajectories for similar past
trajectories using traffic state (as shown by dotted red lines in
Fig. 1).

In this work, we develop three different trajectory prediction
models to show the effectiveness of traffic states. These three
models depict state-of-the-art architectures in multi-agent tra-
jectory prediction. Our first model is a traffic state based Gen-
erative Adversarial Network (TS-GAN) which has been used
for multimodal trajectory prediction in [7]. TS-GAN introduces
traffic state into the pooling of agent trajectories to denote the
changing interaction between agents through time. Our second
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model is a Conditional Variational Auto Encoder (CVAE) that
are shown to be effective for conditional generation of future
trajectories of multiple agents simultaneously in [2], [8]. We
add traffic state as conditional supervision along with the past
trajectories. The conditional latent distribution in the CVAE
learns agent movements with respect to each traffic state that
helps in more accurate generation of future trajectories.

Our third model is a transformer model that are demonstrated
to be quite effective at trajectory prediction than LSTM or GRU
based models [9]. Our transformer model uses traffic state in
both the encoder along with past trajectories and the decoder
while generating future trajectories. The multi-headed attention
layer in the encoder combines the traffic states of various agents
to produce a summary of the entire neighborhood of agents. The
decoder uses the traffic state in its attention layer to generate
appropriate trajectories for each agent.

We evaluate all three networks on two interactive and chal-
lenging datasets - EyeonTraffic (EoT) [10] that covers intersec-
tions with lane-less traffic and INTERACTION [11] that covers
lane-based intersections and roundabouts. Traffic state based
networks predict better future trajectories for both lane-less and
lane-based traffic scenarios compared to non traffic-state based
networks. On the INTERACTION dataset, traffic state network
outperforms state-of-the-art approaches. Our contributions are
as follows:
� We introduce traffic states to predict traffic specific future

trajectories for multiple agents in interactive driving sce-
narios. We are the first to evaluate trajectory prediction
in both lane-less (EoT dataset) and lane-based traffic (IN-
TERACTION).

� Traffic state improves the performance of different tra-
jectory prediction models, such as, TS-GAN, TS-CVAE,
and TS-Transformer models. TS-Transformer outperforms
state-of-the-art methods on the INTERACTION dataset.

II. RELATED WORK

Recent trajectory prediction models predict multiple future
trajectories to deal with variability in person and vehicle be-
havior. DESIRE [12] and SocialGAN [7] introduces condi-
tional variational autoencoder (CVAE) and generative adversar-
ial networks (GANs), respectively to generate multiple future
trajectories. Another GAN-based framework, i.e, SoPhie [13]
considers past trajectory history of all agents in a scene to
effectively learn interactions to predict the future. However, the
above mentioned approaches do not consider the destination
of the agents which plays an important role in predicting their
trajectories. To overcome this limitation, Zou et al. [14] utilize
reinforcement learning to imitate agent history including the
destination, also known as imitation learning with the help of
GANs.

Vehicle Trajectory Prediction - Some works on trajectory
prediction consider only the prior history of the road user
agents [15], [16]. Due to this, the prediction errors are gen-
erally high in road scenarios with dense traffic. To overcome
this limitation, additional context [17], [18] such as, local &
global vehicle interactions needs to be considered to improve

vehicle tracking and trajectory prediction. Recently, dynamic
& convolutional graphs [19], [20], [21] have also been used
as a cue for additional context, along with natural scenes [22].
Bayesian networks [23] were also explored to construct a Gaus-
sian Mixture Model (GMM) for multiple trajectories combined
with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) for prediction of vehicle
trajectories.

Multi-modal Trajectory Prediction - In [24], the authors ac-
count for the inherent multi-modal nature of vehicle trajectory
prediction i.e., self-driving vehicles attached with various types
of sensors which accounts for vehicles’ past history that can lead
to many different plausible future trajectories. The cross-modal
embedding framework helps in learning a latent distribution
of complementary features. The shared latent distribution is
further optimized over various inputs in the objective functions.
To improve interaction dynamics between agents, sparse graph
convolution networks [25], [26], [27] can efficiently combine
the direction of traffic, especially pedestrians in road traffic
scenarios. Taking these snapshots of the traffic states is mea-
sured in traffic volume, density, or speed [6], [28], [29], [30] to
learn global context information effectively. Generally, object
detection [31], [32] and aggregation methods are considered to
extract traffic state information. But, these methods are prone
to high mis-classification errors when the traffic is dense and
complex with various local & global interactions between road
agents.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

In this section, we present our method for interactive multi-
agent trajectory prediction using a traffic state variable.

A. Problem Formulation

The problem of multi-agent trajectory forecasting is to predict
the future trajectories of all N road agents present in the scene
by considering the traffic state. For the N agents, we are given
input trajectories X = X1, X2, . . . , XN and we need to predict
the future trajectories Ŷ = Ŷ1, Ŷ2, . . . , ŶN of all the agents. For
every agent i, the input trajectory comprises of its location for the
past tO time-steps given by Xi = {(x1

i , y
1
i ), . . . , (x

tO
i , ytOi )}.

We need to predict the location of agent i for tF time-steps in
the future, i.e., Ŷi = {(x̂tO+1

i , ŷtO+1
i ), . . . , (x̂tO+tF

i , ŷtO+tF
i )}.

The actual ground truth future trajectory is given by Yi =
{(xtO+1

i , ytO+1
i ), . . . , (xtO+tF

i , ytO+tF
i )}.

B. Traffic State

The traffic state variable represents the flow of traffic in a lane
which informs the trajectory prediction model on what the future
will be like. Multiple directions of traffic converge at round-
abouts and intersections and it is difficult to predict the future
only based on past trajectories. Traffic state provides spatio-
temporal information about neighboring vehicles and what their
movement will be in the future. Possible traffic states are clump,
unclump, and neutral [6]. Clump indicates that the relative
distance between vehicles decreases over a period of t seconds,
unclump indicates that the relative distance between vehicles
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increases over a period of t seconds, and neutral indicates that
vehicles maintain the same relative distance over t seconds [6].
The group of vehicles which exhibit unclump, clump, or neutral
traffic behavior is all allocated to that particular traffic state [6].
This means that trajectories of all vehicles are provided with a
3-dimensional one-hot vector S where 001 represents clump,
010 represents unclump, and 100 represents neutral. We now
present our three trajectory prediction architectures.

C. Traffic State GAN

The GAN model consists of three components: an encoder-
decoder LSTM which is the generator and another encoder
LSTM which is the discriminator.

Generator: Each agent has an independent encoder LSTM
that outputs the feature encoding of its past trajectory. Then,
we encode the location of each agent at time t, (xt

i, y
t
i) into an

embedding eti using embedding function φe. φe is an MLP with
ReLU activation:

eti = φe(x
t
i, y

t
i). (1)

The embedding eti is of size 16 and given as input to LSTM to
compute the hidden state for agent i at time t as follows

ht
ei = LSTMe(h

t−1
ei , eti) (2)

where LSTMe represents the encoder LSTM with a hidden
layer of size 32.

We represent the interaction of agent i with all other agents
by pooling their hidden states into a pooled representation Pi

using a pooling module PM

Pi = PM(ht−1
e1 , . . ., ht

eN ) (3)

The pooled representation records interactions with neighboring
agents. The traffic state variable quantifies the type of interac-
tion between agents - coming together (clumping), going apart
(unclumping), or maintaining the same distance (neutral). With
traffic state, we add complementary information about the type
of traffic movement shown by an entire group of interactive
agents. We incorporate the traffic state S, the pooled represen-
tation Pi, and the encoder hidden state as input to the decoder
as follows:

ht
di = [γd([Pi, h

t
ei]), S, z] (4)

where Pi is pooling output for agent i, S is traffic state, γd
is an MLP with ReLU activation function, and [·, ·] represents
concatenation. We sample z from a standard normal distribution
to generate multiple plausible future trajectories. The reason we
use S instead of Si for agent i is that all interacting agents
that interact with agent i are in the same direction of travel and
hence have the same traffic state. For example, we can see this
behavior when vehicles are coming to a stop at a traffic signal
and all neighboring vehicles exhibit clumping behavior.

The decoder is initialized in (4). Now we predict agent-
specific future trajectory Ŷ t

i as follows:

eti = φed(x
t−1
i , yt−1

i ) (5)

ht
di = LSTMd(γd(Pi, h

t−1
di ), eti) (6)

Ŷ t
i = γo(h

t
di) (7)

where LSTMd is the decoder LSTM, and φed and γo are MLPs
with ReLU activation.

Discriminator: The discriminator is a separate encoder that
takes real trajectory [Xi, Yi] or fake trajectory [Xi, Y

i] and
classifies them as real or fake. The encoder’s last hidden state
is used to obtain a classification score with the help of an MLP.
The discriminator learns to classify unacceptable trajectories
based on traffic state and interactions with neighboring agents
as “fake” while the generator learns to produce more plausible
trajectories. We train TS-GAN with adversarial loss [33] and
variety loss [7].

D. Traffic State CVAE

Graph-based Conditional Variational AutoEncoder (CVAE)
has been demonstrated to be effective for trajectory predic-
tion [2], [8].

Agent Past Representation: We represent the entire scene
using a graph with each agent denoted by a node similar to [2].
Each node is represented by an LSTM with 8 hidden dimensions
that encodes the position information of the agent over the
observed tO time-steps into node historyht

i,node. The interaction
between agents is encoded using edges which are added only if
the neighbors are within a certain distance of each other. Each
edge is represented as an LSTM which outputs the edge history
encoding for agent i as ht

i,edge following Structural RNN [34]
Traffic state helps in understanding how many neighbors are
coming close to the vehicle or going away from the vehicle.
Adding traffic state helps in generating future trajectories that
resemble the state of the traffic at that time. We concatenate
the node history, edge history, and traffic state to obtain a node
representation vector ei for agent i as follows:

ei = [ht
i,edge, h

t
i,node, S]. (8)

Agent Future Representation: In CVAE, the latent variable
z learns the mean and variance of underlying input trajectory
distribution [2] instead of a standard normal distribution as in
GAN. This requires the agent’s entire trajectory which includes
the observed trajectory and the future trajectory. So, an agent’s
future trajectoryYi is encoded using an bidirectional LSTM with
32 hidden units in encoder as node future encoding ht+

i,node as
follows

ht+
i,node = BiLSTM(Yi). (9)

The node future encoding is computed only during training.
During testing, we only use the node representation to estimate
the distribution of the latent variable.

Conditional Latent Distribution: We use the node represen-
tation vector and node future encoding along with the class of
the agent Ci to estimate the distribution parameters of the latent
variable z (16-dimensional) during training as follows:

fi = φ(ei, h
t+
i,node), Ci) (10)

z ∼ qφ(z|Xi, Yi; fi) (11)

where φ is a 1-dimensional CNN with 4 layers and with filter
sizes {5,5,5,3} & strides {2,2,1,1}, in each layer, respectively.
The distribution qφ is a categorical distribution parameterized by
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Fig. 2. Different traffic state based trajectory prediction architectures. (a) TS-
GAN - traffic state S is introduced after pooling module. (b) TS-CVAE - traffic
state is added to encoder output (LSTM). (c) TS-Transformer - traffic state is
added to the output of both Time Encoder and Transformer Encoder. The location
of traffic state insertion is empirically determined based on trajectory prediction
performance in Section IV-C.

fi and captures the patterns in the agent trajectory with respect
to each traffic state.

Future Trajectory Prediction: After obtaining the latent vari-
able, we employ a decoder which is a 128-dimensional Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) to generate parameters of 16 components
for a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Then, we sample the
future trajectory for agent i from the 16-component GMM as
shown below:

Ŷ t
i ∼ GMM(GRU([ei, z, S])). (12)

The agent’s dynamics are also integrated to obtain future trajec-
tories [2]. In our work, we use linear dynamics for all types of
vehicles as it is difficult to predict the exact dynamics of different
vehicles in lane-less traffic. Fig. 2(b) shows the mechanism of
introducing traffic states into the TS-CVAE architecture.

Training: We use the loss function described in InfoVAE [35]
to learn the distribution parameters that generate z and subse-
quently the best future trajectory.

E. Traffic State Transformer

The third architecture that we consider is a transformer
encoder-decoder which shows impressive trajectory prediction
performance in [9]. Their model lacks in capturing information
such as how distance changes between neighboring agents over
time which is provided by traffic state. Our transformer archi-
tecture is inspired by [9] and consists of transformers acting as
both encoder and decoder in a CVAE framework.

Time Encoder: To incorporate time information of every agent
in a given trajectory sequence, the position encoder of the
transformer is replaced with time encoder which encodes the
timestamp of the agent. The time encoder outputs timestamped
sequence E from observed trajectory X . We concatenate traffic
state variable S with timestamped sequence E i.e., E = [E,S].
This helps the transformer encoder model attend specifically
to the traffic state of the agent along with their trajectory
information.

Past Encoder: Past encoder takes historical trajectories
E1, . . . , EN of multiple agents as input which is fed into the
time encoder to get a timestamped sequence. The timestamped
sequences act as queries, keys, and values to the transformer
encoder. The transformer encoder is a single attention layer with
8 attention heads that produce past feature sequence C using
agent-aware attention [9].

Q = K = V = [E1, E2, . . . , EN ], (13)

AgentAwareAttention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
A√
dk

)
V (14)

A = M � (QselfK
T
self ) + (1−M)� (QotherK

T
other) (15)

Qself = QWQ
self ,Kself = KWK

self (16)

Qother = QWQ
other,Kother = KWK

other (17)

where E1, . . . , EN denotes the past trajectories of N agents, �
denotes element-wise product and dk is the dimension of K.
WQ

self ,W
K
self and WQ

other,W
K
other represent projection weights

for the agent whose trajectory is being predicted, and other
agents, respectively. These weights generate projected keys
Kself and Kother, and queries Qself and Qother. M represents
the mask that allow attention weights in A to be computed
differently based on whether the ith query and jth key belong
to same agent. The dimensions dk of keys and queries are all
set to 256 followed by feedforward layers consisting of 512
hidden dimensions. Agent-aware attention preserves identity of
each agent by learning to attend past trajectories of same agent
differently than the past trajectories of other agents.

We obtain past feature sequence for every agent by applying
agent-aware attention to the past trajectory E of that agent.

C = AgentAwareAttention(Q,K, V ) + [E1, . . . , EN ] (18)

Past feature sequenceC is concatenated with traffic state variable
S i.e., C = [C, S] to explicitly convey the traffic state of all the
agents to the future decoder. The future decoder produces traffic
state-specific future trajectories for all agents.

Future Decoder: Future decoder is autoregressive where at
each time step, the generated trajectories are fed back into the
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model to produce the trajectories at the next time step. We pass
the concatenated encoded output E = [E,S] as a query to the
transformer decoder so that it attends specifically to the traffic
state of the particular agent along with its trajectory information.
The key and value are obtained from the output of the past
encoder. Fig. 2(c) shows the architecture of the TS-Transformer
and where the traffic state is incorporated.

Trajectory Sampler: After training the TS-Transformer, we
sample multiple trajectories to produce diverse and plausible tra-
jectories. The trajectory sampler generatesK sets of latent codes
{Z(1), . . . , Z(K)} where each set Z(k) = z

(k)
1 , . . . , z

(k)
N } com-

prises latent codes of 32 dimensions of all agents. We append the
traffic state to the latent codes Z(k) = [z

(k)
1 , S], . . . , [z

(k)
N , S]}

to generate traffic state specific latent codes. The future decoder
takes in the latent code to generate a multi-agent future trajectory
sample Y (k).

Training: The TS-Transformer is trained using the trajectory
sampler loss introduced in [9].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have evaluated our methods on two publicly available
datasets EyeonTraffic (EoT) [6], [10] and INTERACTION [11].

A. Datasets, Metrics, and Implementation

EyeonTraffic dataset [6] - consists of aerial videos of vehicles
at intersections which estimate the traffic congestion state under
lane-less behavior. This dataset consists diverse traffic condi-
tions with rich vehicle to vehicle interactions. There are a total
of 4,021 distinct vehicle tracks including 421 cars, 77 buses,
2,185 two-wheelers, and 973 auto-rickshaws. The traffic state
annotation for each lane is provided in [6]. We sample the tracks
at 2 frames per second.

INTERACTION dataset [11] - provides interactive driving
scenarios at intersections and roundabouts. There are 4 dif-
ferent categories of interactions: roundabout (10479 vehicles),
un-signalized intersection (14867 vehicles), signalized intersec-
tion (10933 vehicles), and merging and lane changing (3775
vehicles). For each recorded scenario, the dataset contains a
high-definition (HD) map, recorded vehicle tracks, and recorded
pedestrian tracks. We annotate the traffic states using the
methodology in [6].

Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate the proposed method using
the following standard error metrics, such as, Average Displace-
ment Error (ADE) [2], Final Displacement Error (FDE) [2],
Kernel Density Estimate-based Negative Log Likelihood (KDE
NLL) [2], minADEk [32], minFDEk [32], and KDENLLk [2].
All the experiments are conducted by taking an observation
length of 8 time steps (3.2 s) and a prediction horizon of 12 time
steps (4.8 s) following [9]. This gives us a total time t = 8˜s
and we annotate each 8 s duration with clump, unclump, or
neutral traffic state. We compare our method on three metrics
minADEk [32], minFDEk [32], and KDENLLk where k
refers to the number of samples.

Implementation Details. All three models - TS-GAN, TS-
CVAE, and TS-Transformer are trained with a learning rate of

0.003 and batch size of 64 using Adam optimizer in PyTorch.
TS-GAN, TS-CVAE, and TS-Transformer for 200, 150, and 300
epochs, respectively. The experiments are conducted on 2 ×
12 GB NVIDIA Tesla K40c GPUs. For the EyeonTraffic dataset,
we used the training and testing splits provided by the authors
in [6]. For the INTERACTION dataset, train/validation split for
each scene are followed as used in [11], [32].

B. Evaluating Effect of Traffic State

We compare the performance of models with traffic state and
without traffic state by drawing different number of samples,
i.e., K = 1, 5, 10, 20. In Table I, traffic state based models
perform better than vanilla models on the EoT dataset when the
most likely output is considered (K = 1). The TS-Transformer
architecture performs the best among all traffic state models.
Traffic state improve prediction performance across larger sam-
ple sizes also. This shows that not only the best future trajectory
is improved by incorporating traffic state but also the overall
quality of future trajectories. To further understand the quality of
samples, we compare the generation ability of models with traf-
fic state using kernel density estimator negative log-likelihood
(KDE NLL) metric. KDE NLL is the mean NLL of the ground
truth trajectory using the probability density function (PDF)
of a distribution found by fitting a kernel density estimate on
trajectory samples [2]. Table I also shows theKDENLLmetric
values for all the architectures for k = 20 samples. We observe
that both TS-CVAE and TS-Transformer have lower KDE NLL
and better future trajectory generation capability.

In Table II, we do a scene-wise evaluation of INTERACTION
dataset to analyze the effect of the traffic state following [32].
We sample six trajectories per agent for each architecture
(minADE6/minFDE6) to compare with existing state-of-the-
art approaches. We observe that traffic state scene with TS-
Transformer performs the best on a majority of the scenes even
outperforming state-of-the-art methods such as ITRA. These
scenes comprise mainly of roundabouts and intersections that
have multiple directions of traffic flow that converge onto or
diverge from each other. Hence, using the traffic state to denote
converging or diverging traffic greatly improves the prediction
of future trajectories.

We follow the evaluation protocol on INTERACTION dataset
and aggregate the scene-wise results to compare with state-of-
the-art approaches in Table III. TS-Transformer significantly
outperforms generative models such as ITRA [32] and TNT [30]
on the minFDE6 metric. We think that because the traffic state
quantifies the spatio-temporal change in vehicle interactions in
the future, it is able to better predict the final location of the
future trajectory. Our approach also performs better in terms
of minADE6 Our results on both EoT and INTERACTION
datasets validate the hypothesis regarding the efficacy of traffic
state in highly interactive traffic.

C. Ablation Study - Best Traffic State Model

We present trajectory prediction performance of different
architectures obtained by introducing traffic state in various
modules of TS-GAN, TS-CVAE, and TS-Transformer. For all
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TABLE I
EVALUATION ON EOT DATASET

TABLE II
EVALUATING EFFECT OF TRAFFIC STATE SCENE-WISE ON INTERACTION DATASET

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON WITH STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS ON

INTERACTION DATASET

TABLE IV
TS-GAN ABLATION BY INCORPORATING TRAFFIC STATE AT DIFFERENT

MODULES

comparisons, we use most likely outputminADE1/minFDE1

and mean of 20 samples minADE20/minFDE20. For TS-
GAN (Table IV), we observe the traffic state at the pooling
module and the decoder yields the least error. So, traffic state
contributes the most when it is used both during pooling past tra-
jectory information from multiple agents and also during future
trajectory prediction. For TS-CVAE (Table V), injecting traffic
state into the decoder, dynamics integration, and future encoding
(node future encoding) individually helps in drastically reducing
the errors. Dynamics integration accounts for agent dynamics
which are dependent on traffic state so it makes sense that traffic
state contributes to better integration of the dynamics of multiple
agents. Traffic state influences the future movement of vehicles

TABLE V
TS-CVAE ABLATION BY INCORPORATING TRAFFIC STATE AT DIFFERENT

MODULES

TABLE VI
TS-TRANSFORMER ABLATION BY INCORPORATING TRAFFIC STATE AT

DIFFERENT MODULES

and hence it leads to better trajectories when integrated with
the future conditioned prediction module (Y-Future) of CVAE.
Hence, applying traffic state at both dynamics integrator and
Y-future leads to the best trajectories.

In the case of TS-Transformer (Table VI), traffic state pro-
duces better samples when introduced at all the modules,
past encoder, trajectory sampler, and future decoder. In both
past encoder and future decoder, traffic state and its interaction
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Fig. 3. Traffic State makes. (a) GAN. (b) CVAE. (c) Transformer predict more
accurate mean trajectories that are closer to the ground truth. Lightly shaded
areas represent the convex hull of 20 sampled trajectories. TS-based networks
have tighter hulls compared to the non-TS networks which result in lower error
(minADEk) in prediction. (d) Failure case - Predictions are not closer to ground
truth when traffic state is incorporated.

with agent trajectories computed through self-attention lead to
improvement in trajectory prediction. In the trajectory sampler,
the traffic state is used as a conditioning input to produce more
plausible trajectories. Interaction with traffic state and condi-
tioning based on traffic state contribute to better prediction.

The findings of Tables IV–VI provide the best possible archi-
tectures of TS-GAN, TS-CVAE, and TS-Transformer, respec-
tively, as presented in Section III.

D. Qualitative Analysis of Future Trajectories

We compare the predicted trajectories of TS-GAN, TS-
CVAE, and TS-Transformer against their vanilla counterparts.
In Fig. 3, we sample 20 future trajectories for each agent and plot
the convex hull. We observe tighter convex hulls with traffic state
which means that traffic state-based trajectories are more aligned
to the ground truth trajectories. This explains the improvement
in minADE20 scores of traffic state-based models over their
vanilla counterparts as shown in Tables I and II. We also plot
the mean of the 20 samples and observe the mean trajectory is
much closer to the ground truth for TS-GAN, TS-CVAE, and
TS-Transformer. This explains the improvement in minADE1

scores of traffic state-based architectures.
We also present a case where traffic state is not able to improve

future trajectory prediction. As observed in Fig. 3(d), predictions
are not closer to ground truth when traffic state is incorporated.
Perhaps this is due to the traffic state transition between the
observed and predicted trajectories. However, for almost all the
cases, traffic state improves prediction which is reflected in the
overall prediction performance across EoT and INTERACTION
datasets.

V. CONCLUSION

We propose a way to improve vehicle trajectory prediction
in interactive scenarios using traffic states. We present three
models - TS-GAN, TS-CVAE, and TS-Transformer to show how
traffic state affects trajectory prediction. We evaluate our models
on complex interactive datasets, namely, EoT and INTERAC-
TION. We observe that traffic state consistently improves the
performance of GAN, CVAE, and Transformer on both datasets.
TS-Transformer significantly outperforms state-of-the-art ap-
proaches which show that traffic state can effectively predict
the interactive vehicle trajectories. We also show examples of
future trajectories being more aligned with ground truth due to
the presence of traffic state. In the future, we plan to infer traffic
states from the groups of trajectories and predict future trajec-
tories simultaneously in order to remove the manual labeling
process.
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